
･from 40min. to 1h
(promenade to the summit)

*Yasumandake trailhead → promenade → former
approach to a shrine → summit of Yasumandake

‘Hirado Shinmachi’

*Refer to ‘Kasuga Village and
Sacred Places in Hirado (Na-
kaenoshima Island)’ for the
access to Hirado Shinmachi
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‘Yamano Iriguchi’

■Get on a bus bound for

Iktsuki Ichibu Sanbashi

･time: 20min.

･fare: 400yen (single)

･1 bus every hour

･Ikitsuki Bus: 0950-53-0516

‘Himosashi’ ‘Shiraishi’

■Get on a bus bound for

Iktsuki Ichibu Sanbashi

･time: 25min.

･fare: 580yen (single)

･1 bus every hour

･Ikitsuki Bus: 0950-53-0516

■Get on a bus bound for

Miyanoura

･time: 35min.

･fare: 760yen (single)

･1 bus every hour

･Saihi Bus: 0956-23-2121

Kasuga Village
(terraced rice-fields)

‘Kokasuga’

■Get on a bus bound for Shishi
and Kasuga

･time: 25min.
･fare: 200yen (single)
･2 buses on weekdays
*Sun. & holidays: Off
･Hirado City Office: 

0950-22-4111

･30min.
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･15min.

*Take a byway beside the
bus stop ‘Yamano Iriguchi’
and go up along a roadway.

*Parking lots for 10 cars

Kasuga Village and Sacred Places in Hirado
(Kasuga Village and Mt. Yasumandake)

Parking of Public hall
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･time: from 30min. to 40min. by car
from Hirado Ohashi

･15min.

address: Kasuga-cho, Hirado City, Nagasaki Pref.

Hakusanhime Jinja
Sandou Iriguchi

Mt. Yasumandake

【shortest necessary time】

(1) Kasuga Village

3h from Nagasaki

1h30min. from Sasebo

(2)Mt.Yasumandake

3h from Nagasaki

1h20min. from Sasebo
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〔Tourism contact〕
Hirado Tourism Association TEL: 0950-23-8600

Kasuga Village Information Centre  TEL: 0950-22-7020

〔as of October, 2019〕
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･time: 30min by car from Hirado Ohashi

Hirado ohashi

Yasumandake 
Tozanguchi Chushajo 

(parking)
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･from 30min. to 40min
(promenade to the summit)

【This flow diagram is for access reference to the component part. For accurate information such as fare and timetables, please contact each operating company.】
〔Contact on Churches〕 “Hidden Christian Sites in the Nagasaki Region” Information Centre ℡: 095-823-7650    〔Contact on Pilgrimage〕 Nagasaki Junrei Centre ℡: 095-893-8763

(Capacity: 5 cars)

*Drive the riverside from the parking, and 
enter the path.

《ｔaxi》
･Silver Taxi  ℡: 0950-23-2441
･Chubu Taxi  ℡: 0950-28-0040
･Manbou Taxi  ℡: 0120-45-1199
･Tsuyoshi Taxi  ℡: 0950-57-0003

《rent-a-car》
･Happy Rent-a-car  ℡: 0120-149-605
･Tawaraya Rent-a-car  ℡: 0950-23-3301


